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BELLA BOOKS
Lesbian Romantic Fiction
POISON FLOWERS by Nat Burns 9781594933219 $19.95 pbk
Dorry Wood is notorious in Schuyler Point. Her antagonism plagues Marya Brock from the day
they meet. When Dorry finds out that Marya is the new reporter, it gets worse. Five years ago, the
town paper led the charge in branding Dorry a pariah for being a lesbian and accused her of being
complicit in her lover’s death. Peace might have finally been possible, but Dorry’s brother-inlaw’s body is discovered on Marya’s front lawn. Under equal suspicion they both know that the
only ones who will help them is themselves, and with hostilities set aside they are confronted with
the other feelings that smoulder below the surface.
YOU CAN’T RUN FROM LOVE by Kate Snowdon 9781594933141 $19.95 pbk
Even though a wildly successful season at Woodland Lodges usually means a summer of travel
for co-owner Jess Brewster, her concern for her uncle keeps her at home instead. When she meets
the talented and sophisticated Rachel Cummings, Jess is glad she stayed at home. Rachel is
looking forward to her remote retreat, bitter and wounded from a brutal break-up. She is hoping
for renewal before returning to her busy life, but the far too attractive Jess is on every horizon.
LEXINGTON CONNECTION by M.E. Logan 9781594933233 $19.95 pbk
Their paths should never have crossed. Diana DeVilbiss, the daughter of a regional crime boss, is
in Lexington as a favour to her father. She doesn’t know that the woman she’s hooked up with to
pass the time is a cop. Officer Jessica Ann Galbreath is just as ignorant as Diana about their
incompatibility, that is, anywhere except in bed. The passion is like fire – irresistible and burning
hot. Driven apart by family, by duty and by circumstance, and entrenched in opposing worlds,
there seems to be no future for Diana and Jessie, only the lingering flames of the Lexington
Connection.
BOLD STROKES BOOKS
Lesbian Romantic Fiction
MORE THAN FRIENDS by Erin Dutton 9781602827844 $21.95 pbk
Evelyn Fisher thinks she has the perfect role model for a long-term relationship, until her best
friends, Kendall and Melanie, split up and all three women must reevaluate their lives and their
relationships. Determined to be a good friend to both, Evelyn supports Kendall and Melanie while
they move forward, separately. But when she finds herself falling for one of them the delicate
balance shifts. Will loyalty keep Evelyn from pursuing an unexpected chance at love?
CUT TO THE CHASE by Lisa Girolami 9781602827837 $21.95 pbk
While doing research for her third book about Hollywood, Paige Cornish meets Avalon, a sexy
and wild actress who takes her on a roller coaster ride right down the red carpet. Writing about
Hollywood is one thing, but living it is quite another. Personalities clash and boundaries are
crossed as they navigate their attraction for each other through the precarious world of money and
fame. Can the two women reconcile their differences and find a happy middle ground in a town
that never lives in the middle?
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BOLD STROKES BOOKS (contd)
EVERY SECOND COUNTS by D. Jackson Leigh 9781602827851 $21.95 pbk
Success for Marc Ryder means riding out eight seconds on the back of an angry rodeo bull. She’s
exactly the type of wild and reckless person artist Bridgette LeRoy has avoided since the death of
her brother. But circumstances throw them together, and Bridgette is drawn into a tumultuous ride
of attraction, passion, and denial. When she realizes it’s the only way to protect her battered heart,
Bridgette’s desperate mission to stop Marc’s suicidal return to the rodeo becomes a race in which
every second counts.
DIRTY MONEY: #2 Dirty Trilogy by Ashley Bartlett 9781602827868 $21.95 pbk
Vivian Cooper and Reese DiGiovanni just found out that falling in love is hard, and even harder
when you’re running for your life. They have escaped to Mexico, but still are not safe. The
DiGiovannis want their money and their progeny back, but Cooper doesn’t feel like letting the
money or the twins go. That is until she realizes exactly what she’s up against. In a moment of
anger and fear, Cooper makes a mistake that will cost her dearly, and the only person she can
turn to is the man she has been running from.
Also Available: #1 DIRTY SEX 9781602827677
Young Adult Fiction
WONDERLAND by David-Matthew Barnes 9781602827882 $17.95 pbk
After her mother loses her battle to cancer, fifteen-year-old Destiny Moore moves from Chicago
to Avalon Cove, a mysterious island in South Carolina. There, she starts a new life working parttime as a magician’s assistant and living with her eccentric uncle Fred and his husband, Clark.
Destiny is soon befriended by two outcasts and accepts their invitation to accompany them to a
place called Wonderland, a former boarding house owned by the enigmatic Adrianna Marveaux.
When Destiny uncovers the reason she and her friends have really been brought to Wonderland,
she’s faced with the most crucial choice of her life.
Gay Erotica
PROMISES IN EVERY STAR by Todd Gregory 9781602827875 $21.95 pbk
Todd Gregory has become one of the most acclaimed writers and editors of gay male erotica over
the past ten years. His short stories run the gamut from romance to noir to horror to fantasy – but
the common denominator is always hot, passionate sex between men. Here, in Promises In Every
Star, for the first time, all of his published short stories (and several never-before-published) are
together in one volume.
CLEIS PRESS
Sexuality
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PROSTATE PLEASURE: Erotic Exploration for Men and
Their Partners by Charlie Glickman and Aislinn Emirzian 9781573449045 $24.95 pbk
The P-spot is today’s hottest topic in male sexuality as growing numbers of men are enhancing
their sex lives with P-spot arousal and orgasm. This indispensable manual offers men erotic
pleasure beyond what they imagined possible and covers both solo and partner play. Whether you
are a first-time adventurer or a seasoned practitioner, The Ultimate Guide to Prostate Pleasure
will guide your exploration of this powerful source of sexual fulfillment.
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CLEIS PRESS (contd)
BEST SEX WRITING 2013: The State of Today’s Sexual Culture by Rachel Kramer
Bussel 9781573448994 $21.95 pbk
Once again, Rachel Kramer Bussel has collected the year’s most challenging and provocative
nonfiction articles on the endlessly evocative subject of sexuality. The essays here comprise a
detailed, direct survey of the contemporary sexual landscape. Major commentators examine the
many roles sex plays in our lives in these literate and lively essays that are sure to stir the heart,
the brain, as well as other major organs.
Erotic Romance
ONLY YOU: Erotic Romance For Women edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel
9781573449090 $21.95 pbk
Only You is full of tenderness, raw passion, love, longing, and the many emotions that kindle true
romance. The couples in Only You test the boundaries of their love to make their relationships
stronger. These lovers don’t just go along for the ride – they want to take control and see how
daring they can be. A collection of passionate stories that are as loving as they are lusty.
Erotica
THE BIG BOOK OF BONDAGE: Sexy Tales of Erotic Restraint edited by Alison Tyler
9781573449076 $21.95 pbk
The sensual stories in this volume delve into a world of unrestrained passion, revealing heartstopping dynamics that will thrill and inspire. To literary siren Alison Tyler, bondage means “I
trust you to keep me safe,” and yet BDSM can also mean “I trust you to hurt me.” The most
important part of bondage is trust, and in The Big Book Of Bondage, trust involves leather cuffs,
collars, whips, blindfolds, belts, gags and toys.
CARRIE’S STORY: An Erotic S/M Novel (2nd Edition) by Molly Weatherfield
9781573449083 $21.95 pbk
Told in the whip-smart voice of a wickedly perceptive English major, this fully imagined and
elegantly expressed erotic tale may well be the finest BDSM novel ever written. As Carrie’s
passions for irony, self-scrutiny and obedience to her master Jonathan take her from San
Francisco to the rough rural byways of the Central Valley and posh enclaves of an overcivilised
Europe, her story will sweep you into a world of secret, high-concept sensuality. A new edition
of this rip-roaring ride through the world of dominance and submission.
Lesbian Romance
BEST LESBIAN ROMANCE 2013 edited by Radclyffe 9781573449014 $21.95 pbk
Radclyffe is on a mission: she wants to rock your world every single year. And she does. This is
another superb collection of swooningly romantic, shudderingly erotic, poundingly good prose
that will tug at your heartstrings. These stories span the exhilarating roller-coaster ride of
romance, from the breathtaking discoveries of new passion to the poignant depths of a shared
lifetime.
Gay Romance
BEST GAY ROMANCE 2013 edited by Richard Labonte 9781573449021 $21.95 pbk
From hearts and flowers to down and dirty, Best Gay Romance 2013 has both heat and sweet.
these heady, head-over-heels, heart-pounding stories of gay romance make for inspiring bedtime
reading. Loves found, loves lost, lives savored in bittersweet twilight or intertwined with the help
of some fine cooking and artful sex, for the gay romantic, this collection has the goods.
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